CATSKILL MOUNTAIN RR
Extension to Basin Road

January 2022
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Executive Summary
•

•
•

Extension Request: The Catskill Mountain Railroad “CMRR” is requesting permission to
renovate and operate a 1.67 mile length of railroad track from the end of its current permit
in Stony Hollow to connect to the Ashokan Rail Trail at Basin Road along with a five year
extension of its operating permit.
The extension will add station stops at Stony Hollow and Beesmer Road and a link to the
Ashokan Rail Trail “ART” at Basin Road.
See Video at: Catskill Mountain Railroad - Proposed Extension to Basin Road – YouTube

•

Economic Impact: The CMRR estimates the combined attraction will increase the economic
impact of both the CMRR and the ART by over 50%, and bring thousands of Out-Of-County
visitors to the ART and the Towns of Ulster, Kingston, Hurley, and Woodstock as well as easily
bring ART patrons to Uptown Kingston.

•

Tourism Hub: An expanded tourist hub facility can be built at Basin Road to add indoor
bathrooms, parking and an event facility for both the Ashokan Rail Trail and the CMRR.

•

Sustainability: Replacing cars with trains will reduce GHG emissions by up to 81%, alleviate
parking shortages at the West Hurley ART trailhead and reduce traffic on Route 28.

•

Local Endorsements; The Towns of Hurley, Kingston, and Ulster have recognized the
potential economic impact of this extension by passing resolutions of support.
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Economic Impact
CMRR/ART Connection
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

One plus One Equals Three: Linking the CMRR and the ART at Basin Road will create a highly
marketable regional visitor draw for Ulster County tourism, far greater than the already
significant impact of each individual attraction.
The link will bring the CMRR’s customer base, which is 80% from outside Ulster County, to
the Towns of Ulster, Kingston, Hurley and Woodstock as well as directly connect the ART’s
customer base to Uptown Kingston.
CMRR Economic Impact: The CMRR currently has an estimated economic impact of $5.6
million on Ulster County businesses, of which $3.6 million is from Out-of-County visitors and
$2.0 million from expenditures by the CMRR itself.
ART Economic Impact: The ART currently has an estimated economic impact of $5.0 million
on Ulster County businesses from Out-of-County visitors.
Increase due to Connection: Linking both will allow the CMRR to increase its economic
impact to $8 million per year, and the ART to increase its economic impact to at least $8.0
million for a total of $16 million or a combined increase of over 50%.
Local Economic Impact: Linking both will allow the Towns of Ulster, Kingston, Hurley and
Woodstock access to the CMRR’s substantial Out-of-County visitor customer base, and the
ART’s users to connect to Uptown Kingston via riding the CMRR.
Local Endorsements. The Towns of Hurley, Kingston and Ulster have recognized the potential
economic impact of this extension by passing resolutions of support.
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CMRR Economic Impact
•

•

•

•
•

Out-of-County Visitor Impact: The CMRR carried 41,115 riders in 2019, 31,817 or 77% of
whom were from outside of Ulster County. In Covid-19 2021 and 2020, CMRR carried
23,752/13,007 riders, 19,414/11,230 or 82%/86%% from outside the County (CMRR was the
only tourist railroad to fully operate in NYS in 2020). The 2013 Camoin Trail Study estimated
the economic impact from Out-of-County visitors to be $97.84 per person, escalated to
$114.63 in 2021 which translates to $3.6 million of impact on Ulster County businesses.
CMRR Expenditure Impact: The CMRR also creates economic impact through direct
expenditures in Ulster County. In 2019 these totaled $1 million (including $380,000 in
payroll), using a RIMS II multiplier of 1.97 yields an additional Economic Impact of $2 million,
for a total of $5.6 million.
Increase from CMRR Extension to Basin Road: The CMRR extension to Basin road will allow
the railroad to fully develop its non-Polar Express economic potential by providing a
destination for the railroad with a link to another important visitor attraction – the ART. This
will increase pre-Polar ridership from 18,991 in 2021 to 29,500 or more in 2024.
The CMRR’s Polar ExpressTM runs from mid-November through Christmas and attracted
29,552 passengers in 2019. Total CMRR ridership was 41,115 in 2019 and 23,752 in 2021.
The estimated increased economic impact from 59,000 passengers in 2024 is expected to be
$5.5 million. The economic impact of the expenditures of the CMRR itself will increase to
$2.5 million in 2024, with a total economic impact of $8.0 million, an increase of over 40%.
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ART Economic Impact
•

•

•

2021 Out-Of-County Visitor Economic Impact: The ART has an estimated 192,000 users in
2021 (16,000/month per UC Planning). 75% were walkers/runners 25% bicyclists (also per UC
Planning). The 2013 Camoin Trail Study estimated that 23% of trail users would be from
outside Ulster County. This would mean 44,160 trail users are estimated to come from
outside of the County, most of whom use the trailhead at West Hurley due to its proximity to
the NY State Thruway. These visitors have an economic impact of $5.0 million in 2021 on
UC businesses, using the Camoin rate of $97.84 in 2013 inflated to $114.63 in 2021.
Constraints at the West Hurley Trailhead: Ulster County has stated that 47.3% of trail users
use the West Hurley Trailhead or 91,000 per year. However, this could be much greater as
use of the ART is constrained at peak times by limited parking at the West Hurley Trailhead
which is entirely controlled by the NYC DEP. This constraint can restrict Out-of-County visitors
who do not want to travel to the West Hurley trailhead if they are not sure if they can park
when they get there. There are also no fixed bathroom or event/tourism facilities at the
trailhead which are highly important for Out-of-County visitors.
Increase by Utilizing the CMRR: Utilizing train service to access the West Hurley Trailhead by
most Out-of-County visitors will eliminate this constraint and guarantee access to the
trailhead. Without the parking constraints, Out-of-County use of the West Hurley trailhead
should double on peak use days, increasing these visitors by 50% overall. This will increase
the ART’s Economic Impact to more than $8 million per year or 60% without adding
additional traffic on State Route 28.
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Kingston Economic Impact
•

The CMRR’s existing terminal in Kingston is at Kingston Plaza near Westbrook Lane.
Kingston Plaza is a longtime partner with the CMRR and is committed to the CMRR
using Kingston Plaza as the CMRR’s eastern terminal permanently.

•

In coordination with Kingston Plaza, the CMRR eventually plans to build a larger station
closer to Fair Street so CMRR patrons can walk directly to Uptown Kingston.

•

Visitors to the CMRR’s station at Westbrook Lane are encouraged to stop in uptown
Kingston while they are in town. This is well known to local vendors during Polar
ExpressTM when families clad in pajamas (just as in the Polar Express movie) are highly
visible.

•

Instituting shuttle service between Kingston Plaza and Basin Road during peak visitor
times (weekends from Memorial Day through October) will allow visitors to combine
the train, the ART and Uptown Kingston into a single visit.

•

This connection will let Uptown Kingston businesses tap into the economic impact of
the ART by attracting visitors who might otherwise skip Kingston altogether and drive
straight to the ART in West Hurley.

•

The CMRR can also offer free rides to the Ashokan Rail Trail for disadvantaged Kingston
residents or those who cannot afford to buy a bicycle.
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Town Economic Impact
•

This extension will add stops in the Towns of Ulster, Kingston, Hurley and
Woodstock to the CMRR’s existing train service, which currently ends with no
terminal in the woods just east of Route 28A in Stony Hollow.

•

The extension will allow these Towns to benefit from the thousands of out-ofcounty visitors the CMRR brings each year to Ulster County. This will be done
through three new station stops:

•

Basin Road. A terminal near Basin Road in the Town of Woodstock will deliver
CMRR visitors not only to the ART, but to other attractions in the Town of
Woodstock as well as revitalize the southwest corner of Route 28 and Zena Road.

•

Beesmer Road. A station stop near Beesmer Road in the Town of Hurley will bring
CMRR visitors to a future railroad museum and local businesses off of Route 28.

•

Stony Hollow. A station stop in the Towns of Kingston and Ulster at Stony Hollow
will bring CMRR visitors to the Stony Hollow commercial district off of Route 28. It
will also create a historic district in Stony Hollow near the 1835 Madden House.
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Connection to the ART
•

Extending the CMRR to the ART at Basin Road will provide a direct connection
between the ART and Uptown Kingston, and bring thousands of new visitors via
the CMRR to the ART and the Towns of Kingston, Ulster, Hurley and Woodstock.

•

ART users can leave their cars in Kingston where they can stop for lunch or dinner
before or after their trip to the ART, allowing Uptown Kingston a direct link to the
economic impact of ART visitors.

•

The CMRR can run regular shuttle service from Kingston Plaza to the ART on peak
weekends when parking is constrained at the West Hurley trailhead.

•

Bicyclists can load their bikes in Kingston Plaza for a trip up to the ART and back,
avoiding the 5 mile 2% grade.

•

Rail Shuttle Service from Kingston to the new CMRR/ART connection at Basin Road
will ease congestion on Route 28 and reduce parking needs at the ART trailhead in
West Hurley. This service can also be offered free to disadvantaged Kingston
residents and those who cannot afford bicycles.

•

The CMRR will also increase its non-Polar ridership by giving its passengers a
destination and a connection to an important tourist destination – the ART.
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ART Shuttle Service
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Phase I – Basin Road
CMRR/ART Connection
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Phase I - Basin Road
CMRR/ART Connection
• An initial connection between the CMRR and the ART can be made east of
Basin Road within the 120 foot wide U&D corridor.
• The CMRR has the resources to build this connection, which would be
similar to its existing facility in Kingston Plaza.

• The connection will allow rail passengers and bicyclists to transfer to the
ART and vice versa.
• Shuttle service by rail between Kingston Plaza and Basin Road can begin
once the CMRR’s permit is extended from Stony Hollow to Basin Road and
track renovation on the 1.67 mile extension is completed.
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Phase I - Basin Road
CMRR/ART Connection

Proposed Phase I Basin Road Station – similar to the existing
Westbrook Station in Kingston Plaza.
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Phase II & III - Basin Road
Tourism Hub and Facility
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Phase II - Basin Road
Tourism Hub
•

In cooperation with the owner of 5.94 acre parcel 38.4-3-50, in the Town of
Woodstock, the Basin Road ART/CMRR link can be expanded to become a
Rail/Trail/UCAT multi-model Tourism Hub.

•

Hub will be not be dependent on the NYCDEP and can be used as an alternate
trailhead when the NYCDEP renovates the Woodstock Dike in a few years.

•

Tourism Hub will create parking off of Basin Road, and provide connectivity for Rail
service and the ART. Entrance will be via Basin Road.

•

Incorporating a stop by the Ulster County Area Transit (UCAT) into the hub would
allow Ulster County residents without personal transportation convenient and
affordable access to the ART.

•

Hub can also be used for the Onteora Lake Trail network with a short connection
across 28 along Zena Road through land owned by the Town of Woodstock near
DiAndria Road. This connection could also be extended to Woodstock along Zena
Road.

•

Hub will be a bridge between trail and rail users, and help combine both
attractions into a regional tourism draw.
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Phase III - Basin Road MultiModal Tourism Facility
•

A Multi-Modal Tourism Facility can be built at the Tourism Hub that will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ART Information
Ulster County Tourism information
Public indoor bathrooms
Commercial retail space (food and drink, bicycle repair and rental, or other convenience
uses)
Covered area for events related to the ART and the CMRR
A ticket office for the CMRR.
A “North Pole” for the Polar Express.

•

The inclusion of indoor bathrooms will allow the CMRR and the ART to be listed on
the “Attractions” signs on the New York State Thruway.

•

Parking facilities can also contain bicycle racks and electric car charging stations.

•

Commercial Space and Event Space can enhance both the ART and the CMRR.

•

Facility will serve as a local hub for tourism, and increase property values on
adjacent commercial properties in the Towns of Woodstock, Kingston and Hurley.
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Basin Road Train/Trail Facility
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Basin Road Train/Trail Facility
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Beesmer Road Station
• New station at Beesmer Road in the Town of Hurley at MP 9.25.
• CMRR will create an historic railroad storage and maintenance facility
adjacent to this stop. Right of Way is 120 feet wide here.
• Facility will also double as a railroad museum in conjunction with the
Empire State Railway Museum or another non-profit.
• At MP 8.81 the former U&D right of way branches off the current one, and
could become a connecting trail to Dike Road.

• Although a stop can be made at Beesmer Road within the existing corridor,
the railroad maintenance and museum facility is dependent on leasing or
acquiring land adjacent to the corridor.
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Stony Hollow Station
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Stony Hollow 1875
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Stony Hollow Station
•

New station will create a small historic district in the Towns of Kingston and Ulster and
give Stony Hollow a revitalized identity.

•

Restoration/reconstruction of the Historic Madden House will be central to this
attraction.

•

A section of the historic Ulster and Delaware Turnpike can be rebuilt on this site. Old
bluestone paving blocks can still be seen there, with ruts made by old freight wagons
still visible.

•

Station will be linked by sidewalk/plank road to commercial properties at Route 28 and
Route 28a.

•

The former branch line from Stony Hollow to Onteora Lake at MP 8.55 can be rebuilt as
a trail to connect to the Onteora Lake Trail network.

•

The Ulster and Delaware Railroad had a station stop at Stony Hollow that was
discontinued about 1905.

•

All land needed for this historic district is already owned by Ulster County.
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Sustainability
• The connection between the CMRR and the ART at Basin Road will
increase sustainability by decreasing Greenhouse Gas “GHG” emissions or
CO2 by replacing car trips with a train ride from Kingston Plaza to Basin
Road.
• The 91,000 visitors to the West Hurley trailhead, with 30,333 car trips per
year, produce 159 million grams or 176 tons of CO2 every year, just from
Kingston to the trailhead.
• This can be reduced by up to 81% if visitors take the train instead of drive.
• Shifting auto traffic between Kingston and West Hurley to the train will
also reduce traffic congestion on Route 28.
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Sustainability Decreased GHG Emissions
•
•

•

•

•

The extension to Basin Road will reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions (CO2) for every
automobile trip replaced by a train trip from Kingston Plaza to West Hurley.
Currently there are an estimated 91,000 visitors to the West Hurley Trailhead per
year (see earlier estimate). This translates to 30,333 cars per year at 3 persons per
car. Automobiles use 0.591 gallons of gasoline for the 13.0 mile round trip from
Kingston Plaza to Basin Road and emit 404 grams per mile or 5,252 grams of CO2
This amounts to 159 million grams or 176 tons of CO2 per year.
Taking the train for the 12.4 mile roundtrip from Kingston Plaza to Basin Road with
the CMRR’s existing locomotive and equipment will use 0.129 gallons of diesel per
person at 50% capacity (140) and half of that at full capacity. This is based on the
CMRR’s 2020 consumption of 12.8 gallons of diesel per train (increased to 18.1
gallons for Basin Road). At 10,180 grams per gallon, this translates to 1,313 grams
per person of CO2 at 50% or 656 grams per person at full capacity. This means up
to 99 million grams/109 tons of CO2 or 62% can be eliminated by taking the train.
These amounts will be at least 50% less with a more modern or repowered
locomotive. With such a locomotive, CO2 emissions will be reduced by an
additional 30 million grams or 33 tons, for a total potential elimination of up to
129 million grams or 142 tons of CO2 per year, or 81%.
All estimates are based on “GHG Emissions from a Typical Passenger Vehicle”, EPA420-F-18-008.
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Sustainability - Other
•
•
•

•

•

CMRR is moving towards sustainability in
three additional areas:
Installing solar chargers at the 209
crossing (pictured) and on most
equipment.
Moving towards plug-in electrical power
and batteries instead of diesel powered
generators to heat and light passenger
cars.
Applying for NY State PFRAP program
“clean diesel” grants that help NY State
Railroads trade in older locomotives for
newer cleaner burning ones.
Repowering the diesel engine of one of
the CMRR’s locomotives with a more
modern engine combined with battery
power. This will more than double the fuel
efficiency of that locomotive and
therefore cut CO2 emissions in half.
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CMRR U&D Railroad
Reconstruction
•

CMRR Investment. Since 2016, the CMRR has invested over $500,000 of its own funds to
renovate the corridor, replacing nearly 7,000 ties, 900 plates, 26,000 spikes and 1400 bolts.
The entire 4.7 mile permit area is in service.

•

New York State Investment. In 2018, New York State replaced the Route 209 grade crossing
at a cost of over $300,000. New York State has since appropriated $1,150,300 to replace the
Washington Avenue crossing and install flashers and gates there and at 209.

•

New York State PFRAP (Passenger & Freight Rail Assistant Program) Grants. Additional NYS
funding is available to rebuild the Route 28A crossing in Stony Hollow and renovate the
additional 1.67 miles of track from Stony Hollow to Basin Road. A New York State PFRAP
grant application of $759,102 was made by the CMRR on April 22, 2021 to renovate the
additional track. Successful grant applications are dependent on a ten-year commitment by
the County to keep the railroad tracks in place.

•

Annual Rent Payments to Ulster County. Please note that in addition to funding the
renovation of the track up to Stony Hollow, the CMRR has paid $50,000 per year in rent to
Ulster County since its permit was renewed in 2016 (2016 was a partial year payment of
$20,901). This includes $50,000 during the Covid-19 years of 2020 and 2021. From the
inception of its current permit in August 2016 through December 2021 it has paid $270,901
in rent and is fully current on its rent payments.
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CMRR U&D Railroad
Reconstruction

New Crossing at US 209

Track Reconstruction at MP 6.2
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CMRR U&D Railroad
Reconstruction
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CMRR Extension Plan
•

•

•
•
•

•

CMRR can renovate track to Basin Road by the end of 2023 using its own funds and/or
NYS PFRAP grant funds. On April 22, 2021, the CMRR submitted an application for
$759,102 to renovate the track. These grants do not require matching by the County
but require a ten year commitment from the County to keep the railroad tracks in place.
“Flag Stops” can be created at Basin Road, Beesmer Road and Stony Hollow until
permanent facilities are completed.
Rail Passengers will be able to detrain just east of Basin Road and enter the ART at this
location by the end of 2023.
Rail service will provide all-year all-weather service to the ART, and allow tourists to
combine visiting Kingston, the CMRR, and the ART as a single experience.
Plan fulfills the “ski lift” concept originally proposed in the 2006 ALTA study, envisioning
the railroad to move passengers from Kingston to West Hurley, which is the steepest
grade (2%) in the U&D corridor from Kingston to Phoenicia.
In coordination with a local landowner at Basin Road a Rail/Trail/UCAT multi-modal
Tourism Hub can be constructed allowing significant additional parking and larger
permanent facilities. This Hub can also be connected to the Onteora Lake Trails network
and the Hamlet of Woodstock along Zena Road.
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Rail with Trail
•

The CMRR believes that Rail-With-Trail “RWT” should be the ultimate goal for the
Stony Hollow to Basin Road segment and recommends the County initiate a full Railwith-Trail engineering for the corridor from Kingston to West Hurley. This will allow a
trail connection between the ART and the Empire State Trail in Kingston.

•

Simultaneously with the engineering study, the CMRR proposes to begin replacing
existing railroad ties with newer ones, which will enable the track to be shifted easily,
and reduce the overall cost of RWT.

•

To that end, the CMRR desires to start renovation of the existing track from Stony
Hollow to Basin Road as quickly as possible.

•

In 2015, Stone Engineering found that Rail-With-Trail was fully feasible from Kingston to
West Hurley except for the Stony Hollow Fill (MP 8.56 to MP 8.77, see following page).
Widening cuts and fills, and shifting the track when needed will allow both attractions
to co-exist. Right of Way is mostly 100 feet wide or more.

•

While Resolution 488 of 2015 defined the western limit of Rail-With-Trail as MP 8.33,
there was no conflict with Rail-With-Trail up to MP 8.56 (rather than MP 8.33 in the
Resolution, which is the center Route 28A, an improbable destination for the CMRR).
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Stony Hollow Fill
•

The 2015 Stone Consulting report identified the Stony Hollow fill as the primary
obstacle to Rail with Trail from Stony Hollow to Basin Road. The Stony Hollow fill
starts at MP 8.56, ends at MP 8.77 and is 1100 feet long.

•

Widening of the fill to create room for a parallel trail is impeded by about 600 feet
of wetland areas at the base of the fill from MP 8.62 to MP 8.73.

•

Recently Stone Consulting has investigated approved boardwalk construction
standards to allow a parallel trail structure to be constructed at the base of the fill
as an alternative to minimize environmental impacts without impacting the
existing rail corridor.

•

A similar 525 foot boardwalk was built for the ART between Shokan and Boiceville.

•

A Rail-With-Trail “RWT” engineering study will be able to determine the exact
costs and feasibility of RWT on the Stony Hollow Fill.

•

However, extending the CMRR’s permit from its current end at MP 8.33 to the
beginning of the Stony Hollow fill at MP 8.56 can be done immediately and does
not need to wait for the completion of the RWT study.
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ART Boardwalk
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Conclusion
•

The CMRR asks its landlord, Ulster County, that its operating permit be lengthened an
additional 1.67 miles from Stony Hollow to Basin Road, and its term be extended by five
years.

•

The extension requires no funds from the County, only its permission and cooperation.

•

Connecting the CMRR to the ART will create a regional tourist attraction with a larger
economic impact than each attraction can be by itself by allowing the CMRR’s
thousands of out-of-county visitors to visit the ART and the Towns of Ulster, Hurley,
Kingston and Woodstock, and allow ART patrons to easily visit Uptown Kingston.

•

To make sure that this connection does not extinguish the Trail Community’s dream to
connect the ART to the Empire State Trail by Trail, a Rail-With-Trail engineering study
from Kingston to West Hurley should be commenced by the County.

•

However there is no downside to anyone to let the CMRR immediately cross Route 28A
in Stony Hollow and begin renovating the existing railroad tracks from there to Basin
Road.
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Catskill Mountain Railroad Company, Inc.
P.O. Box 1415, Kingston, New York, 12401
www.catskillmountainrailroad.com/cmrr-expansion/
Catskill Mountain Railroad - Proposed Extension to Basin Road - YouTube
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